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SHOOTING.SH WINTER SEASON 21-22 

Stalk blocks possibly coming on board under lease  
What a year anyway lets. Hope we are seeing the end of the Covid 19 rampage. We are working on 3 large 
land blocks ill just say south Midlands under lease for stalking and pigeon control I wont name where they 
are as I never want to bad luck our proposal for these and not cheap either but great asset to club. 

Also I will be asking permission for a walked up shoot area in Cambridge block acreage. Wiltshire we may 
get a small area but prolific for Fallow from 2 high seats I’m on that as well in February, Also a farmer 
shooting on my Woodcock business said he would sort out something for us he knows Richard Parr from 
Bridge farm which we have already in Devon fingers crossed. Advert on going for land in Devon and im e-
mailing a variety of farms initially in Dorset that’s a weekly on going operation.


                                         


DSC1/2 courses  

Contact Mike Idziaszczyk he runs our in house courses and 5 places available starting online 3rd 
of March for more information contact Mike on 07831-09849


Walked up Shoot Days  

A good solid group of guys committed to our days, I only think we had one day where it was 2 
persons and we cancelled with two you cant really spread and disturb the birds, we are putting a 
minimum of a 1000 pheasant down having taken over the large shoot area which as BetwsGG 
shoot work to repair three cages will take place in the spring which will give us some great 
drives. And we have access to other shoot areas, on the rough shoot side we will allocate a 300 
acre block so you can go on your own I will put feed barrels in and around that area pulling 
some birds in for sport. We may have a walked up shoot in Cambridge subject to us getting the 
land Ill pay some one local to feed barrels and we will introduce 400 ex pheasant layers initially. 
Plus bonus of pigeon control over the full 7000 acres. 
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We will have access to a simulated clay machine and I propose we have pigeon and clay days 
through the summer I’ll send details next month on this and proposed dates. 


Pigeon Shooting  

Well this is on us in the next month and over rape 
initially and in Irlam Manchester failed crops and 
at Prestatyn North Wales new drillings I’ll drop 
down and check situation, Ive plenty of dates in 
March where I’m taking various groups and I can 
slot members in no problem so enquire and we 
can sort dates out for you. If interested contact 
me to book or await the dates


Firearms variations and other matters. 

The Police have tightened up and check 
everything and ask everything, GP’s are heavily 
involved in issuing a letter saying  your sane… 


They check with us if you are a renewed member 
that’s new in past 2 years. So be careful !!


Simulated Clay days will be available in the 
summer at a small subsidised cost again if you 
want to come along let me know.


Lastly we wish you a great new year,
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Matt and Gary who regularly beat on our 
walked up days in season.

M.Buemi after an outing with. Peter drew with a nice 
CWD

A nice fallow taken at Leicester with. Matt 
Cole Stalker
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Stalks that have dropped of our system 2022 

Stalks that we can no longer supply a subsidy to - mainly they have never got on board with the 
operation and have a heavy load of clients themselves 


Tom Davies from Dartmoor deer services 


Ed Vincent from Wiltshire 


NEW subsidised stalk.  

Near Bristol - stalking - hainesjbh@aol.com 


See A4 summary attached.


Nalin below on his first wild boar trip - summer 2021, below Mark with a decent 
Roe buck. 
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